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Abstract—While we instantaneously recognize a face as attractive, it is much harder to explain what exactly defines personal attraction. Generative adversarial neural networks (GANs), which learn to mimic complex data distributions, can potentially model subjective preferences unconstrained by pre-defined model parameterization. Here, we present generative brain-computer interfaces (GBCI), coupling GANs with brain–computer interfaces. GBCI first presents a selection of images and captures personalized attractiveness reactions toward the images via electroencephalography. These reactions are then used to control a GAN model, finding a representation that matches the features constituting an attractive image for an individual. We conducted an experiment (N=30) to validate GBCI using a face-generating GAN and producing images that are hypothesized to be individually attractive. In double-blind evaluation of the GBCI-produced images against matched controls, we found GBCI yielded highly accurate results. Thus, the use of EEG responses to control a GAN presents a valid tool for interactive information-generation. Furthermore, the GBCI-derived images visually replicated known effects from social neuroscience, suggesting that the individually responsive, generative nature of GBCI provides a powerful, new tool in mapping individual differences and visualizing cognitive-affective processing.
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1 INTRODUCTION

WHAT is beauty? Although in daily life we can instantly judge whether a picture looks attractive, we commonly find it hard to explain the reasons behind such a decision and harder still to create beauty without extensive skill and experience. The difficulty in describing and portraying attractiveness stems from two interrelated problems. First, ratings of attractiveness vary significantly between individuals, for example in terms of age, culture, and gender [13], [45], [68]. Second, describing what one finds aesthetically pleasing requires awareness of what is thought to be an implicit evaluation of a complex configuration of features [34]. Therefore, attractiveness is rather a subjective, personal characteristic than an objective, visual feature: Beauty is in the eye of the beholder.

The creation of personally attractive images has thus far been a challenge due to the complex nature of attractiveness. Previous studies sought to determine the attractiveness of a face by relying on simple, predefined features computed from a picture [49], [56], [63], [65], but in so doing have likely underestimated the complexity of attractiveness judgments. Models relying on hand-crafted features through simple methods (e.g. length of nose measurements, golden ratio, symmetry) or more higher-level algorithms (e.g. Gabor wavelet transformations) do not reflect an individual’s understanding of aesthetics [34]. Thus, such approaches fall short in modeling psychologically relevant sources of attractiveness and cannot enable inverse inference by producing novel, attractive images. This is because the automatically captured features are limited to the observable distribution of images within the models, which likely represents only a small portion of the true distribution of features that constitute variance in the visual image features.

Besides attractiveness being a complex, personal perceptual decision, it may also be better judged implicitly than explicitly. Humans typically respond emotionally to attractive images [9] rather than purely on the basis of rational, visually salient reasons. In order to generate attractive images, an ideal system should therefore rely on early, implicit responses rather than explicit ratings. This could be implemented as a physiologically adaptive system, such as a brain-computer interface (BCI), which would utilize implicit signals to generate personally attractive images. However, the aforementioned complexity problem limits the use of BCIs in this field. For example, if one face is implicitly evaluated as more attractive than another, it will likely differ in multiple ways. How do we infer which of the features is important, and how can we generate another face that is expected to be similarly attractive to the target face?

Here, we present a new paradigm, which utilizes implicit reactions to perceived attractiveness to steer a generative adversarial network (GAN) [30], thereby producing images that are expected to be personally attractive. We refer to the approach as generative brain-computer interfacing (GBCI). By training a GAN with images, it learns to mimic the
underlying visual distribution, which enables us to draw new, unobserved samples from that distribution [7], [38], [47]. GBCI unites a GAN with BCI: in response to a series of evoked brain responses to images, the GBCI iteratively produces novel (previously unseen), photorealistic images that match a user’s individual aesthetic preferences. As further explained in Figure 1, the GBCI works by classifying brain activity evoked by faces being perceived as either attractive or unattractive. Each face is represented as a coordinate within the GAN space, so that with multiple attractive faces being detected, we can triangulate GAN vectors that are expected to be subjectively attractive. This expected-attractive localization is iteratively updated whenever more evidence is detected, each time producing a novel image for the position. The final position is expected to match the participant’s sense of personal attractiveness, which we empirically test in the present study.

We report an experiment with 30 participants to validate the GBCI in its ability to generate attractive faces. A GAN model trained with celebrity faces was used to create a sample of fictional faces. These were then presented to each participant while their EEG was recorded. The GBCI paradigm was then applied to iteratively generate the image that was predicted to be the best match for a user’s personal attraction. To empirically test the GBCI’s efficacy, we requested users to blindly evaluate the best personal match, expecting higher personal attractiveness ratings than for control images.

In summary, we present generative brain-computer interfacing for generating personally attractive images:

1) This is, to our knowledge, the first successful approach utilizing brain responses as an interactive feedback to a generative neural network.
2) The approach was validated in a face generation task and found to generate novel, personalized, and highly attractive images.

2 Background

In the following section, we will first review the current state of research on the psychology of attraction before we focus on brain processes involved in aesthetic judgements. We then move our focus to research showing that general, but not personal, attraction can be predicted from computer vision algorithms. Likewise, the brain processes reviewed earlier can be harnessed to enable automatic detection of aesthetic relevance. In the subsequent section, we will propose GBCI as a new approach to unite the psychology of aesthetics, the cognitive neuroscience of personal attraction, and the computer science of generative adversarial models.

2.1 The psychology of personal attraction

The study of aesthetics, or the perception of beauty and experience of attractiveness, has a long tradition within psychology and related disciplines. Despite the common idea that taste is intensely individual, psychological research consistently shows a strong consensus on the visual features that are considered attractive [46]. Symmetry in faces is known to be seen as attractive, perhaps because symmetry in general is an important evolutionary signifier. Visual symmetry, for example, may point towards the nearby presence of fruit, flowers, and animals [70]. Indeed, it is even thought that positive affect is a consequence of the computational ease of processing due to symmetry necessarily including a redundant set of visual features, streamlining perception [55]. Another common theory in evolutionary psychology is the sexual dimorphism account of facial attractiveness, which holds that feminine displays in females and masculine in males are attractive by signifying mate quality [41]. It seems, however, that evolutionary factors shaping visual feature perception do not entirely predict attraction: Computer simulations that optimize averageness or sexual dimorphism generate faces that are judged attractive but not maximally attractive faces for individuals [61].

The common consensus on what is beautiful notwithstanding, individual differences in attractiveness judgments do exist. Interestingly these differences have been found to be larger for female ratings of male faces than the other way around [36]. It is clear, however, that attractiveness is not solely due to biological, genetic factors: Subjective levels of attractiveness vary widely as a function of social learning [49]. Typically, debates of biological and cultural determinants of individual differences in faces are presented in nature-vs-nurture terms, but cultural differences do not negate evolutionary theory, or vice versa. Indeed, Darwin himself already noted the tremendous differences in what people find beautiful [14]. A lack of common consensus in beauty may itself be adaptive, as variations within and between cultures present an evolutionary advantage [50].

Yet, however much people differ in what they find personally attractive, cognitive neuroscience suggests their brains process attraction in very similar ways. Consequently, if the cognitive and affective processes underlying aesthetic relevance are comparable between individuals, then it should allow us to detect whenever a stimulus is deemed attractive, which can then be used as the GBCI’s implicit measure. In the next section, we will discuss the relevant literature on the neural response to detecting attractive stimuli.

2.2 The cognitive neuroscience of personal attraction

The event-related potential (ERP) technique within electroencephalography research presents a useful method for detecting when a user perceives a beautiful face. ERPs are electrophysiological recordings of brain activity occurring in response to known physical events. Since EEG provides high temporal precision, it is possible to functionally disassociate perceptual from cognitive operations. Thus, by detecting whether an ERP is in response to an attended letter, the classic brain-computer interface (BCI) allows people to spell letters using EEG [25]. More controversially, this approach was extended to situations in which participants would rather hide their thoughts, but failed to disguise their implicit guilt by having guilty knowledge [24] (but see [53]). Due to this enticing possibility that hidden evaluations might be detected from EEG, ERP research is more and more conducted in the context of human-computer interaction research [66].

In the present work, we focus on using properties of the ERP that can inform us as to the aesthetic preference of
users. As preference entails a stimulus being found intrinsically relevant, we targeted the ERP component that has been particularly associated with relevance detection, the P300. The P300 in general is characterised by a late parietal positivity occurring from ca. 300 ms after the onset of stimuli in any modality if they are infrequent, attended, novel, and relevant [12].

Later research, however, suggested the P300 can be further divided into multiple subcomponents, of which at least three seem related to aesthetic relevance detection. The P3a predominantly affects frontal-central electrodes and usually leads the other subcomponents in terms of latency, and has functionally been related to exogenous relevance, responding to stimuli that are novel or affectively evocative [11]. The P3b, meanwhile, is the more commonly targeted component in EEG research, and has generally been related to top-down, endogenous, task-relevance related attention, being modulated if stimuli of any modality [31] require additional processing [42]. As such, it has theoretically been seen as corresponding to a neurodynamic mechanism related to working memory updating [19], or a process in between attention and further memory processing [58]. It is also the more reliable part of the P300, especially if stimuli are improbable and require a mental or physical response [57], [73]. Consequently, this component is often the one targeted by BCIs, such as with the classic BCI-speller [25] or applications utilizing relevance effects [22], [23], [35].

Finally, a further sub-component following the P3a and P3b is sometimes referred to as the LPP, the late positive potential, which has particular importance to attractiveness research as it was shown enhanced on seeing beloved partners [44], and aesthetically pleasing images [32].

To maximize the degree to which implicit attractiveness evoked P300s, we employed three strategies based on the literature. First, attractive images were made relatively improbable by presenting images of both the participants preferred and non-preferred gender. Thus, for the heterosexual majority, fewer than 50% of images were both of preferred gender and attractive. Second, we requested participants to select unattractive images as reminders. These were shown to the left and right of a screen to focus users on the central, target image. Third, we asked participants to focus particularly on attractive images by mentally counting their occurrence. This showed that only about 1 in 5 images was found attractive, matching relevant probability in traditional BCIs [25].

### 2.3 Affective computing of personal attraction

Our work aims to detect personal attractiveness of images based on implicit brain signals in order to optimize a prediction of personal attraction. Our neuroadaptive interface is designed to detect and predict personal attraction to visual images, which is related to the affective computation of attractiveness. Traditionally, computer vision has been used to extract complex features related to aesthetics from images and using these to predict user evaluations. The attractiveness of images in general has been done based on automatic computation of low-level features, such as quality [64], or more cognitively significant features, such as based on Gestalt principles, rules of thirds, and visual weight [15], [40], [52]. For images of faces, visual features such as nose-to-forehead and nose-to-chin ratio were found to predict how attractive a face is found with an accuracy of about 25% [20]. Recent years have enhanced the efficacy of this approach by extracting a combination of visual features from image input and applying more advanced machine learning algorithms to predict general attractiveness and affective ratings [2], [3], [28], [62]. However, extracting invariant features from a stimulus input necessarily optimizes prediction of general attractiveness, dismissing interindividual variance in what counts as attractive as merely noise.

Instead of solely relying on the objective visual features of images, our work aims to infer what a particular individual finds personally attractive and therefore targets the subjective qualities evoked by an image. Here, we rely on the growing literature on neuroadaptive computing [43], which has previously focused on adapting a system via neurofeedback in a very limited set of pre-defined states. Examples of such neurofeedback systems include changing the difficulty of a learning task to avoid overwhelming the user’s cognitive capacities [75], or transforming a player’s character based on brain signals [72]. In contrast, our work is based on the neuroadaptive framework by [37] towards optimization of an inference of personal attraction within a complex, multidimensional space represented using a generative adversarial network (GAN). Adapting the hypothetical “best guess” of what each individual finds attractive, iteratively retrieving this point within the GAN generates a visualization of the personal attraction.

To summarize, neuroadaptive systems have shown solid promise in adapting an inference based on brain activity. The advent of GANs now enables extension of this framework by allowing complex adaptations within ill-constrained problem spaces [71]. Additionally, this provides the possibility to generate photorealistic, yet artificial images of human faces, producing a novel window into mental processes. In other words, a generative BCI is a neuroadaptive system with a deep-learning representation of image data operating on individual users, which we believe to represent the next natural step in predicting and visualizing personal attraction.

### 3 A GBCI for personal attraction

Personal attraction as modeled via generative brain-computer interfacing consists of four phases, reflecting the example illustrated in Figure 1. In this section, we first provide a general overview of how the GBCI functions. In the following four subsections, we formally define each of these phases using mathematical terms.

A GAN is first trained (A) using the CelebA-HQ dataset. Next, a participant is asked to assess images randomly sampled from the GAN while their EEG is recorded; a classifier is then trained to associate their EEG with their subjective assessments of the images (B). After calibration, new images sampled from the latent space are shown to the participants while their EEG is recorded. The EEG signals are then classified to determine which images the participants found attractive (C). In the example, images 1, 3, and 4 are found attractive and image 2 is not found attractive. The GBCI then tries to find optimal values for latent features
3.1 Phase A: GAN Training

First, a latent image space is created by training a progressively growing generative adversarial network [38]. This results in a 512-dimensional feature space $Z$. The generative model provides a mapping $G : Z \rightarrow X$, where $z \in Z$ is a point in the latent feature space $Z$, and $x \in X$ is an individual face in the set of faces. The goal is to produce a feature space where it is possible to select a point $\hat{z}_n \in Z$, for which $G(\hat{z}_n) = \hat{x}_n$, and determine if it matches the attractiveness criteria of the participant.

3.2 Phase B: GBCI Calibration

Next, the feature space $Z$ is sampled to produce images of artificial faces using the GAN architecture. These images are presented to a participant. The brain activity $S_n = \{s_1, ..., s_n\}$ associated with the images is used to calibrate a regularized Linear Discriminant Analysis (LDA) classifier [5] with shrinkage chosen with the Ledoit-Wolf lemma [48]. The classifier learns a classification function $f : S \rightarrow Y$, where $Y$ is a binary value discriminating target/non-target stimuli. In this case, detecting that there were some features in the presented face $x_i$ that was attractive for the participant.

Finally, a new image containing optimal values for attractive features and non-attractive features is generated (D). The key idea is that certain stimuli images have some features that the participant finds attractive, but these features are not necessarily all contained within a single stimulus image. On the other hand, some images contain features which the participant may find unattractive. In the example, image 2 is an image of a male that is not attractive for the participant and thus has some features that are to be avoided. Now, the GBCI is able to parameterize a vector that combines features from the latent vectors of images 1, 3, 4, and features not in the latent vector of image 2. The resulting latent vector then corresponds to an image that is hypothesized to be maximally attractive for the participant.

within the GAN model that encode for attractive features. Finally, a new image containing optimal values for attractive features and non-attractive features is generated (D). The key idea is that certain stimuli images have some features that the participant finds attractive, but these features are not necessarily all contained within a single stimulus image. On the other hand, some images contain features which the participant may find unattractive. In the example, image 2 is an image of a male that is not attractive for the participant and thus has some features that are to be avoided. Now, the GBCI is able to parameterize a vector that combines features from the latent vectors of images 1, 3, 4, and features not in the latent vector of image 2. The resulting latent vector then corresponds to an image that is hypothesized to be maximally attractive for the participant.
3.3 Phase C: GBCI Classification

In Phase C, a set of \( n \) images \( X_n = \{ x_1, \ldots, x_n \} \) that were not in the training set of the classifier are generated from a set of latent representations \( Z_n = \{ z_1, \ldots, z_n \} \). This information is displayed to the participant, whose brain responses evoked by the presented information are measured. These responses are then classified using the trained classifier, and their associated presented images \( x_i \) and the latent vectors \( z_i \) used to generate these images are assigned labels corresponding to the classifier outputs. The classifiers are personalized and a separate classifier is trained per participant. In the example case presented in Figure 1, images \( x_1, x_3 \) and \( x_4 \) are found to be attractive, while image \( x_2 \) is not found attractive. This results in a set of images \( x_i \), their associated latent vectors \( z_i \), and a set of binary labels of whether an image is found to be attractive. Let us refer to the set of latent vectors classified as attractive as \( Z_{POS} \).

3.4 Phase D: GBCI Generation

Finally, in phase D, \( \hat{z}_n \) is updated by using a simple model updating function \( h : Z, Y \rightarrow Z \) to generate a final image from the latent model. Formally, this average vector was computed with \( \hat{z}_n = \frac{1}{|Z_{POS}|} \sum_{j \in Z_{POS}} \hat{z}_j \). This updating procedure is a special case of the Rocchio algorithm [60].

The resulting \( \hat{z}_n \) is then used as an input to the generator of the latent GAN model \( G \) to generate a new image, \( G(\hat{z}_n) = \hat{x}_n \). The resulting image \( \hat{x}_n \) represents the point in the latent space that is a novel, unseen face image, which is expected to contain the attractive facial features. The process starts from the first positively classified image, such that the vector \( \hat{z} \) is initialized with the corresponding latent vector \( \hat{z}_0 \) of that positively classified image.

4 User Experiment

To evaluate the approach, we present an experiment that tested whether GBCI could generate images that were evaluated as personally attractive by 30 participants. The experiment was run in two stages. In stage I, the pre-trained GAN was used to produce 240 face images that were used as stimuli. Participants viewed the images in a rapid serial visual presentation (oddball) paradigm, particularly concentrating on attractive images (relevant targets). Based on their data, we trained a classifier to detect relevance from their brain responses. This information was then used as a positive model for generating individual, novel images that were expected to be personally attractive to the participants.

In stage II, the participants explicitly evaluated the generated images randomly placed along with matched controls in a blind test. We hypothesized that the positive-model generated images would be evaluated as more personally attractive than matched controls.

4.1 Participants

Thirty-one volunteers were recruited from the student and staff population of the University of Helsinki. During the recruitment procedure, volunteers were informed that participation required they state their sexual gender preference. They were fully informed as to the nature of the study, and signed informed consent to acknowledge understanding their rights as participants in accordance with the Declaration of Helsinki, including the right to withdraw at any time without fear of negative consequences. One volunteer did withdraw due to lack of time and was removed from data analysis. The full sample thereafter included 17 males and 13 females, aged 28.23 (SD = 7.14, range = 18 to 45) years on average. The study was approved by the University of Helsinki’s Ethical Review Board in the Humanities and Social and Behavioural Sciences. Participants received one cinema voucher for participating in the acquisition phase of the experiment, and two more for completion of the validation phase.

4.2 Stimuli

A pre-trained Generative Adversarial Network (GAN) [38] was used to generate all stimuli used in this study. The GAN was pre-trained with the CelebA-HQ dataset, which consists of 30 000 \( 1024 \times 1024 \) images of celebrity faces. The Celeb-HQ dataset is a resolution-enhanced version of the CelebA-dataset [51]. The generator part of the GAN provided a mapping from a 512-dimensional latent space to a \( 1024 \times 1024 \) image. Only visual features (i.e. pixel data) from the dataset were used to train the GAN. Other data included in theCeleb-HQ dataset, including manually annotated labels describing various features contained within an image, were NOT used in any way to train the GAN model.

Training images were initially generated via a random process that sampled latent vectors from a 512-dimensional multivariate normal distribution. These were then used to produce corresponding images with the GAN generator. Following, images were manually categorized by a human (female) assessor into male and female-looking faces, without regard for other visual attributes (e.g. age, ethnicity, emotional expression), other than looking convincing and being without significant artifacts. We then selected the first 120 male and 120 female faces for use in the present study. To standardize the images with regards to face-unrelated attributes such as the background, we removed the surrounding area of the original \( 1024 \times 1024 \) sized images using a \( 746 \times 980 \) pixels elliptic mask, replacing this with uniform gray. To further improve presentation timing accuracy, we then downscaled the images by a factor of 2. The images were displayed on a 24” LCD monitor placed ca 60 cm from the participant, running at 60 Hz with a resolution of 1920 x 1080, its timing and EEG synchronization optimized using E-Prime 3.0.3.60 [67].

For the evaluation procedure, three sets of stimuli were generated: positive, negative and random images. Positives and negatives were generated by averaging the latent vectors representing images detected as attractive or unattractive, respectively. The matching controls were generated similarly, but by averaging over randomly chosen latent vectors. This procedure simulated a random-feedback classifier. The formal averaging and generation process is provided in the Image generation section (4.6).

1. Source code and pre-trained models: https://github.com/tkarras/progressive_growing_of_gans
cations of the 10-20 system by means of an elastic cap, from 32 Ag/AgCl electrodes positioned at equidistant locations. A BrainProducts QuickAmp USB was used to record EEG.

4.4 EEG acquisition and preprocessing

EEG setup and signing of forms, the experiment was started after preprocessing, the measured scalp voltages of each participant were available as a vectorized representation of the EEG data. After preprocessing, the data were decimated by a factor of four. The final data set consisted of on average 1265 (SD = 109) epochs per participant.

Standard feature engineering procedures were followed to form a vectorized representation of the EEG data. After preprocessing, the measured scalp voltages of each participant were available as a $X^{n \times m \times t}$ tensor, with $n$ epochs, $m$ channels and $t$ sampled time points. Each epoch was split into $t' = 7$ equidistant time windows on the 50 - 800 ms post-stimulus period, and the measurements in each window were averaged. To generate spatio-temporal feature vectors all available channels and the $t'$ averaged time points were concatenated, resulting in a data matrix $X^{n \times m \times t'}$, where $m \cdot t' = 32 \cdot 7 = 224$.

4.5 Classifier

The attractiveness of faces was predicted in a single-trial ERP classification scenario. In detail, a regularized Linear Discriminant Analysis (LDA) classifier with shrinkage chosen with the Ledoit-Wolf lemma was trained for each of the participants with the vectorized ERPs. LDA has been shown to perform robustly for EEG classification. Also included were binary labels indicating attractiveness of the faces associated with the vectorized ERPs (attractive/unattractive). The label was assigned based on the attractiveness votes (clicks) of each face, which were given by the participant during the feedback phases: zero votes for a given face labelled the face as unattractive, while two or three votes labelled the face as attractive. Faces with only one vote were deemed to be of unknown attractiveness and removed from further analysis. This led to the average participant having 1168 (SD = 123) data points prior to splitting the datasets to training and test sets. The split was done so that the first 80% of the data points were used for training and the remaining 20% for testing. The test set thus contained approximately 233 ERPs per participants.

After the training, the vectorized ERPs in the test set were assigned to either the attractive or unattractive class based on classifier confidence. For this purpose, two per-participant thresholds were computed: one for the attractive class (positive prediction threshold) and one for the unattractive class (negative prediction threshold); a face was predicted to be attractive if the classifier confidence for the
attractive class exceeded the positive prediction threshold and unattractive if it fell below the negative prediction threshold. To ensure that the images generated from the unattractive and attractive predictions were of equal quality, the thresholds were computed so that the amount of positive and negative (attractive/unattractive) predictions made by the classifier for a participant were equal. This resulted in a grand average of 41.13 (SD = 42.36) positive and negative predictions by the classifiers.

The classifier performance was measured with an Area Under the ROC Curve (AUC), and evaluated by permutation-based p-values acquired by comparing the AUC scores to those of classifiers trained with randomly permuted class labels [54]. For each participant, \( n = 100 \) permutations were run, meaning that the smallest achievable p-value was 0.01 [29].

4.6 Image generation

Using the same GAN architecture that produced the face images used as stimuli (see 4.2), five different configurations of the GBCI model were designed for generating the evaluation images. The first configuration, \( \text{POS} \), was a positive feedback model that used only the latent vectors of the face images classified as attractive \( A_{\text{POS}} \). The second configuration, \( \text{NEG} \), used only negatively classified vectors \( A_{\text{NEG}} \) (i.e. the latent vectors of the face images classified as unattractive). The third configuration, \( \text{RND} \), used random feedback \( A_{\text{RND}} \), where the labels for vectors used for the POS and NEG models were shuffled. The fourth configurations, \( \text{POS-NEG} \), subtracted the latent vectors used in the NEG model from the latent vectors used in the POS model. The fifth configuration, \( \text{NEG-POS} \), subtracted the latent vectors used in the POS model from those of the NEG model.

Operationalizing our hypothesis towards these models, we expected that the POS model would generate faces that were evaluated as more attractive than those generated by the RND and NEG models. Furthermore, we expected that the NEG model would produce faces that were evaluated as less attractive than the baseline provided by the RND model. As we had no clear a-priori hypothesis with regards to the POS-NEG model, or the NEG-POS model, we left these out of the confirmatory tests and analysis.

4.7 Stage II: Image evaluation procedure

In stage II, a blind evaluation procedure was used to test the hypothesis that GBCI generated images were more personally attractive than matched controls. Two months after initial participation, we recalled the participants for the follow-up validation procedure, in which they evaluated their custom-generated images. Single generated images from each of the models described in 4.6, along with 20 matched controls generated from the RND model, were empirically tested for personal attraction using two tasks that were presented in a set order. Following, an interview was conducted with the participants in order to obtain qualitative data.

In the Free-selection task, the images were simultaneously presented in 2 rows of 12 (similar to the feedback phase described earlier) randomly arranged buttons, and participants were requested to click on all which they found attractive. We analyzed the percentage of times images expected to be found personally attractive and unattractive were selected.

In the explicit evaluation task, the 24 images were sequentially presented in random order, and participants were requested to rate the attractiveness of each using a 1 (very unattractive) to 5 (very attractive) Likert-type scale. To distinguish personal preference from general judgments related to cultural norms or demand characteristics, we asked participants to perform the task twice. During the second run, we asked participants to estimate how attractive the general population, given compatible orientation, would rate the person. Thus, the explicit evaluation provided both measurements of personal attractiveness, and estimations of population attractiveness. We analyzed the average ratings for the three types of images – expected to be attractive, unattractive, and neutral – using repeated measures ANOVAs.

Finally, the personal predictions were revealed to the participants and a semi-structured user interview was conducted with the aim of determining whether participants felt the generated images matched their personal attraction. Guiding interviewees to reflect on the process of the study, we explored the phenomenology of attraction in the context of the experiment using thematic analysis [6]. In particular, the participants reflected on the epistemology of attraction in terms of how they defined and experienced attraction. The interview was digitally recorded and answers were transcribed for 8 randomly selected users. The complete validation procedure, including free selection and explicit evaluation tasks took ca. 20 minutes.

5 Results

The generative brain-computer interface (GBCI) used event related potentials (ERPs) to create an attractiveness classifier, which was then used to generate images that were empirically tested for matching personal attraction. In the results, we first present the generalized effect of perceiving attractive images on ERPs to confirm the expected pattern was visible on the P3. However, this general analysis did not affect individualized classifiers, the effectiveness of which we describe in the subsequent section. The classifier was then used to generate a set of novel images that were hypothesized to match (positive generated images) and not match (negative generated imagers) personal attraction. The third section presents the results of the empirical test of the GBCI to produce personally attractive images. The final section summarizes how participants experienced the decision-making process and the perceived efficacy of the GBCI.

5.1 ERP results

ERPs to images voted as unattractive, attractive, and inconsistent were averaged per participant and analyzed for Fz and Pz channels. As effects were predicted for both P3a (commonly earlier and frontal), and P3b (usually parietal and later) potentials, we first performed a confirmatory
analysis on the average amplitude between 250-350 for Fz (P3a) and between 350-500 for Pz (P3b) using two repeated measures ANOVAs with attractiveness (unattractive, inconsistent, attractive) as factor and component (P3a, P3b) as measures to replicate the effect that observing attractive, relevant images evokes a predictable pattern on average. A significant effect of attractiveness was observed for the P3a, F (2, 58) = 15.51, MSE = 0.33, p < .0001, η² = .12. Post-hoc comparisons showed inconsistent and attractive images evoked larger P3as than unattractive images, ps < .01, and that attractive images evoked higher amplitudes than inconsistent ones, p = .01. The effect was also significant for the P3b, F (2, 58) = 51.24, MSE = 0.53, p < .0001, η² = 0.50. Again, attractive images significantly amplified the P3b relative to unattractive, p < .001, and inconsistent images, p < .001. Here, inconsistent showed P3bs roughly in between unattractive and attractive images, as it was found to also evoke amplified P3bs vs unattractive images, p = .005.

To provide a more comprehensive analysis, we further explored the univariate effect of attractiveness on the entire time-series of Fz and Pz activity using two windowed repeated measures ANOVAs with the average amplitude of Fz and Pz between 100-600 ms in bins of 20 ms as measure. Figure 3 shows the result of these tests with short pink lines under any interval in which a significant (Bonferroni-corrected p* < .05 equals p < .00096) effect is observed. This indicates a somewhat earlier effect of preference on Fz (between ca 240-400 ms) than Pz (290-600 ms), likely coinciding with a difference between P3a and P3b. For both electrodes, attractive faces evoked more positivity, with inconsistent faces roughly in between non-preferred and preferred. Given that effects were observed mainly after 250 ms, we can infer that the GBCI likely did not benefit from a flanker-induced N2 effect, and instead primarily relied on patterns of activity within the P300 range.

5.2 Classification results
Classification results for all participants are shown in Figure 4. Within-subject permutation-based significance tests at p < .05 showed that the classifiers performed significantly better than random baselines for 28 out of 30 participants, far better than chance level (less than 2 out of 30). Across subjects, classifier performance had an average AUC of 0.76, min = .61, max = .93. This suggests that the classifiers were able to find significant structure in the data that discriminated brain responses for attractive and unattractive faces. These classifications were then employed to generate the preferred/non-preferred faces, as shown in Figure 5.
Fig. 5: Individually generated faces and their evaluation. Panel A shows for eight female and eight male participants (full overview available here) the individual faces expected to be evaluated positively (in green framing) and negatively (in red). Panel B shows the evaluation results averaged across participants for both the free selection (upper-right) and explicit evaluation (lower-right) tasks. In the free selection task, the images that were expected to be found attractive (POS) and unattractive (NEG) were randomly inserted with 20 matched controls (RND = random expected attractiveness), and participants made a free selection of attractive faces. In the explicit evaluation task, participants rated each generated (POS, NEG, RND) image on a Likert-type scale of personal attractiveness.

Performance (Accuracy = 83.33%) could be described as high.

Figure 5 panel B furthermore shows the results of the second, explicit evaluation task. To analyse these results we conducted two Bonferroni-corrected repeated measures ANOVAs with image (unattractive, random, attractive) as factor and average rating on personal attractiveness (measure 1) and population attractiveness (measure 2) as dependents. This showed a significant effect of image on personal attractiveness, F (2, 58) = 40.83, MSE = 1.00, p < .0001, η² = .46. As shown in 5, positive images were rated higher than either negative (p < .0001) or random (p < .0001) images, while negative and random images did not show a difference. For the second measure, of population attractiveness, the same analysis again showed a significant effect of image, F (2, 58) = 43.88, MSE = 0.45, p < .0001, η² = .52. In contrast with personal attractiveness, post-hoc comparisons of population attractiveness showed both positive (p < .0001) and negative (p < .0001) to be significantly higher evaluated than random images. Indeed, Bonferroni-corrected t-tests showed no significant difference between positive and negative images on popular attractiveness, p = .07. Thus, negative generated images were evaluated as highly attractive for other people, but not for the participant themselves.

Taken together, the results suggest that the GBCI was highly accurate in generating personally attractive images (83.33%). They also show that while both negative and positive generated images were evaluated as highly attractive for the general population (respectively M = 4.43 and 4.90 on a scale of 1-5), only the positive generated images (M = 4.57) were evaluated as highly personally attractive.

5.4 Qualitative results

In semi-structured post-test interviews, participants were shown the generated images that were expected to be found attractive/unattractive. Thematic analysis found predictions of positive attractiveness were experienced as accurate: There were no false positives (generated unattractive found personally attractive). The participants also expressed being pleased with results (e.g., “Quite an ideal beauty for a male!”, “I would be really attracted to this!”; “Can I have a copy of this? It looks just like my girlfriend!”).

However, there was some ambiguity regarding the accuracy of images that were expected to be seen as unattractive. This may have to do with the social discourse of the outside world into the lab. Despite being well aware that the faces were not real, the subjects would not be rude to their face. They would use conversational mitigation strategies, roughly grouped into three categories:

First, when a participant would discuss an image that was expected to be found unattractive, they volunteered that others might: the “it’s not you, it’s me!” strategy (“I don’t find this person attractive... but I see people would think so”). Second, they would couple the (fictional) person in the image with negative personality traits (“I don’t like his smile... too bossy”). This could be seen as “shifting the blame” away from themselves: The reason for not liking the image is that the image is unlikable. Only as a last option, might they deny the image personhood entirely, blaming “weird artifacts” or “bad source material” for finding an image unattractive. Otherwise, they would assign the faces personalities, even getting upset if they were predicted to be unattractive (“He’s quite good, if I were him I would be a trifle annoyed!”). This may have the effect of confusing just how negative a judgment they would admit to.
Various themes were discerned in the phenomenological deconstruction of the preferences of the participants. They took into account not only a variety of visual, physical features, but also speculated, without being invited to do so, on what these features signified. Some features were very concrete, such as hair color, with a general preference towards blonder generated images. Others were slightly more complex: Male participants uniformly expressed a preference for younger faces while female participants tied perceived youth to specific attributes of the faces, such as the presence or lack of hair (“he looks old...bald”). Participants, however, moved beyond simple physical features to inferring personality traits (“he looks too bossy”) and judging these (“I cannot say anything against him. He is charming”). Here again, they had a tendency to apply real-world social discourse when disapproving. For example, one female expressed dislike for a generated image due to assumption she was required to like it, despite it not being presented as her “perfect match”: (“he is too Hollywood. I feel pressured to like him”).

In sum, the qualitative results confirm quantitative tests in that the predictions were experienced as accurately matching personal preferences. Moreover, despite the tendency to play down negative attraction, participants agreed on what did not match their personal preferences. The qualitative analysis further enriched our understanding of how participants determined attractiveness, and suggests GBCI could present an effective tool for discussing preference.

6 Discussion and Conclusion

We presented generative brain-computer interfacing for visualizing personal attraction. Our approach used brain responses related to aesthetic preference as feedback for a generative adversarial network (GAN) that generated novel images matching personal attraction. To empirically test this, we recorded EEG responses to GAN produced faces, training a model to classify ERPs. This model was applied to a new sample of artificially produced faces, detecting latent vectors expected to have personally attractive features. Combining these vectors, we generated novel images that were expected to be evaluated as personally attractive in a blind test against matched controls. The results show that GBCI produces highly attractive, personalized images with high (83.33%) accuracy.

6.1 Summary of contributions

The generative brain-computer interface (GBCI) is able to generate a priori non-existing images of faces that are seen as personally attractive. Uniting BCI methods with a GAN allowed us to generate photorealistic images based on brain activity. Importantly, the generated images did not rely on external assumptions of the underlying data (such as what attributes make a face beautiful). Thus, the GBCI is able to generate attractive images in a data-driven way unaffected by current theories and opinions of beauty. The contributions of our work to affective computing are both methodological and empirical and are summarized as follows:

The GBCI shows personalized, affective decisions related to visual aesthetics can be revealed in interaction between a human user and a generative neural network. Intentions are latent mental functions that can be hard to verbalize or even unconscious. Aesthetic judgments are a prime example of a common cognitive function we engage in without full understanding: We make snap judgments that something is beautiful, but are ill equipped to explain why. The GBCI operates on implicit signals in response to complex configurations of visual features to visualizing the aesthetic decision-making.

The GBCI’s generates images by operating on individual processes of subjective features, resulting in higher performance than computer vision approaches based on general features. Unlike existing systems that are able to predict and generate generally attractive-looking images, the neuroadaptive BCI allows personalized predictions. While images generated by the GAN model are generically attractive, GBCI was found to produce images that specifically match individual user preferences.

6.2 Limitations

While the GBCI shows clear capability of generating personally attractive images, we would not go so far as to suggest that the generated images correspond to a mental representation of the participant’s ideal attraction. This would naïvely assume that our participants engaged in the task with a “Platonic ideal” image in mind that was also localizable within the GAN space, which they then repeatedly matched against the displayed stimuli so that the GBCI would converge upon this point. Even if such a single image existed either in the mind – a standpoint few in the literature would endorse – or in the GAN, the final generated images in the present study were simply weighted averages of the 240 vectors representing the shown images within a high-dimensional artificial neural network. Such a sample is unlikely to provide representative coverage of the GAN, let alone human face perception.

The approach may thus be limited by the structure of mental representations of personal attraction, as well as the GAN characteristics, such as coverage within this space by the selected initial images and the algorithms used to navigate this space. Further work could present more images, provide an interactive path based on ongoing neural feedback to correct and incorrect predictions, and develop more sophisticated methods to iteratively identify and explore dimensions of the GAN space so that attractive images can be more reliably generated given a user’s unique preferences [76].

On the other hand, the constrained sample space within the GAN provides commensurability, enabling inference across subjects [17] and allowing us to compare and contrast them in terms of personal attraction [16]. For example, as can be seen in Figure 5, the male positive matches show generated images with a marked family resemblance, suggesting high consensus in their personal attraction. This presents an independent confirmation of a well-known finding concerning attractiveness ratings in that males are generally more in agreement than females as to what they find attractive [74].

As the GBCI output is determined by the GAN architecture, it is critical to consider how the particular train-
ing set initially used to create the network, i.e. images of thousands of celebrities [38], affected the results. Biased data is a common problem throughout the machine learning community, and even datasets widely used as benchmarks for image classification tasks of everyday objects have been shown to be biased in some manner [69]. Clearly, given that images of famous people include people like fashion models and movie stars, it is reasonable to assume that the GBCI’s neuroadaptivity was biased towards producing attractive-looking images. The results clearly indicate that this was indeed the case: negative predictions were evaluated and discussed as conventionally, even if not personally attractive. Indeed, in blind tests, only positive predictions were selected as matching the user’s individual aesthetics. In other words, the use of a GAN trained on generically attractive people increased the difficulty of demonstrating validity, and yet, positive generated images were highly preferred over matched controls. Thus, while a regular GAN and computer vision based attraction detection algorithm provides ample means for generating attractive images, the GBCI performs better for personal attraction.

A similar limitation from the use of a celebrity images GAN is the degree this over-emphasizes inequality and lack of diversity in the popular media. For example, considering the degree to which people of color are generally underrepresented in celebrity populations [21], [33], they are also less likely to be generated by the GBCI, as can be seen in the lack of ethnic diversity presented in Figure 5. On the other hand, this may well correspond to the degree representation influences social perception, given that our mainly white sample demonstrated racial preferences favoring own-race images over other-race images, replicating existing findings from the social-psychological literature [8], [26], [59]. It is possible that the GBCI’s high performance metrics are due to the social inequality within the GAN model mirroring cultural psychological biases. Thus, much like other machine learning applications, GBCI does not represent an "objective", "fair" technology.

Another aspect related to the representation learned by the GAN model is the face domain. Our experiments are based on a latent structure learned in an unsupervised manner, but are limited to a dataset of images of celebrity faces. Therefore, the broader generalizability across different domains, such as landscapes, animals, or even art, depends on the ability of GAN architecture to capture the semantics [4] and different affective dimensions that the learned representations capture. Recent research has shown that GAN models are, indeed, able to perform on a variety of domains [39] and varying tasks, such as style transfer [1] and even capture object-level semantics [10].

6.3 Implications and future work

As a novel paradigm, GBCI produces insights into human cognitive and affective processing by visualizing individual differences and portraying implicit processing. In the previous section, we already discussed how the uniform procedure used to generate the individual images presents interesting insights: The generated positive and negative images of the male group of participants seems more similar to one another than the female ones. While cognitive neuroscience typically looks at the similarity between individuals in terms of their averages, the reverse inference achieved by GBCI allows us to speculate about interindividual variance: What causes groups of people to relate in terms of GBCI generated faces, or to differ drastically between one another?

Furthermore, we are interested in exploring the degree to which GBCI visualizes implicit bias. Noting the lack of people of color in Figure 5 despite ethnicity being task irrelevant, we speculated in the previous section how this could either reflect a GAN limitation or an implicit bias in participants. If the latter is true, then we would expect even with more diversely oriented GANs, GBCI would produce similar results. Furthermore, GBCI could provide qualitatively different insights with other subjective categorization tasks, such as recognizing images as trustworthy, benevolent, or powerful. What kind of person would the GBCI generate, but more importantly, what would this tell us about the individual? While this remains speculation, the results presented in the present study cause us to believe the GBCI could be a significant step forward in social cognition.

Given the far-reaching importance the GBCI could have if it were to present a tool for visualizing implicit bias, it is critical for future work to address the degree to which the results are affected by the GAN’s original source material and/or by the diversity of the GBCI participants. To this end, we envision two separate paths. Firstly, it is critical to investigate whether GANs based on more diverse source material may better represent diverse participant’s personal attraction. Secondly, cross-cultural endeavors should be made to estimate the efficacy of GBCI with groups that are underrepresented within the GAN. For both, it may seem obvious that disparity between GAN and sample diversity limits the efficacy of the GAN. However, it is important to keep in mind that the overrepresentation of certain demographics in the popular media may itself affect mental representations, thus causing implicit bias. As we see, the present results suggest high performance of the GBCI across genders and even though the sample pool hardly reflected the original celebrity database.

Finally, while future work must identify to what extent GBCI output corresponds to mental processes, we envision the GBCI as a practical, creative tool that generates images optimized towards personal aesthetic preferences. By mapping brain activity to a representational space learned from training data without predefined model parameterization, we demonstrate the feasibility of visualizing attractiveness without bias towards a-priori assumptions of the internal structure underlying attractive images. Since the representational space is infinite, the model is theoretically capable of reproducing mental images within the limits of the data used to train the generative model [18]. The GBCI furthermore operates on brain signals alone and therefore requires no artistic skills to create aesthetically pleasing portraits. Thus, our approach may enable users to realize creative customization of images using brain signals. Even though future studies will be needed to determine the relationship between GBCI-produced images, mental imagery, and mental representation, we can already confirm that the GBCI is capable in creating novel images that are evaluated as personally attractive.
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